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IRRIGATED LANDS INSURE PROFITABLE AGRICULTURE
Irrigation in Western Canada is no longer an experiment. In Southern Alberta, where the rainfall is somewhat limited, and

where there is very little snow, irrigation overcomes the lack of natural moisture and affords the greatest opportunity for successful

agriculture now to be found on this continent. Under irrigation all crops thrive remarkably, and the bright sunshine and absence

of wet weather contribute to the quality of the crops and to efficient farming operations. Alfalfa, timothy and other fodder crops

are grown with greatest success and afford the basis of a very profitable live stock, mixed farming and dairying

industry. Magnificent climate, fertile soil, low taxation, unexcelled transportation facilities, ample markets,

the advantages of close settlement— all these contribute to make the irrigated lands in Alberta particularly

desirable to the intending settler.

TWENTY YEARS TO PAY
Irrigated lands are sold at prices ranging from $35 to $75 per acre, one-twentieth cash and the balance

in nineteen equal annual instalments with interest at six per cent, per annum. On irrigated lands no

principal payment is required at the end of the first or second years, the interest only being payable

at that time, and no water rental payment is required for the first year.

To practical farmers settling on lands in the Irrigation Block the company will advance

a loan to the value of $2,000, to be used in erecting a house and barn, fencing the land and

sinking a well. The loan is repayable in twenty years.

The company has also prepared a number of farms which have houses and barns, fences,

wells and an area under cultivation all ready for occupation. These ''ready-made farms''

are also sold on twenty years' time. i
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The Best Live Stock in the World Without Corn

THE story is told of a man who, on visiting a circus for the first time, was confronted by a double-humped camel. After looking

for some minutes at this surprising animal, he turned away with the remark, "I don't believe it."

It was with similar incredulity that the farmers of the United States learned, in 1912, that the first prize for a beef animal

at the International Live Stock Show at Chicago had been awarded to a steer which had never eaten a hand-

ful of corn in his life. The honest American farmer, who for a generation had been taught to regard corn as

essential to the production of prime beef, simply could not believe it. The theory that barley and oats

produce better beef than does corn was a heresy not to be taken seriously by any practical farmer.

Still the fact remained that a steer which has never eaten corn had been found by expert judges to be

the best beef animal in America, and King Corn, so long idolized by the American farmer, began to totter

on his throne.

But the months went by and the American farmer began to forget that the supremacy of corn had

been seriously challenged. Perhaps it was just a coincidence; perhaps the prize-winning steer had

been an altogether exceptional animal; perhaps there might be any of a dozen explanations. The

faith of the American farmer in corn as a beef producer had been shaken, but not crushed.

Corn-fed Animals Defeated Twice in Succession

Then came the crushing blow. At the International Live Stock Show at Chicago in

1913—just one year later than the event already mentioned, another steer which did not know

the taste of corn was declared to be the finest beef animal in America, in competition with
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the best corn-fed cattle in the United States. This

steer had been brought up principally on prairie

grass, with a ration of oats and barley. He had

stood the railway journey, from his home at

Brandon, Manitoba, Canada, to

Chicago, and had experienced

the change from the bright

sunshine of the Canadian autumn

to the close, damp weather that pre-

vailed at Chicago, and notwith-

standing these handicaps the

judges found him to be the

best beef steer at the

show. These are facts

which any doubter can

prove for himself. They

were published in the newspapers throughout the United States at the time of the

International Live Stock Show at Chicago, both in 1912 and 1913. Photographs of the

steers appeared in many of the leading daily papers. Every visitor at the International

Live Stock Show knows the facts, and any person who takes the trouble to obtain an

official list of the winners at the Live Stock Show for the years mentioned can verify them.
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Colorado Trophy. $1500.00
Silver Cup, won by Western
Canadian Oats three times

in Succession

What is the Intelligent Farmer Going To Do About It ?

THE intelligent farmer, who in the past has pinned his faith to corn, must be prepared to change

his opinions. Of course, like the man at the circus, he can close his eyes to the facts and simply

say, "I don't believe it." But while he is clinging to old convictions his neighbors are moving

along with the march of progress, and nowadays the successful farmer must study

the trend of the times as closely as does the manufacturer or banker. Methods

and theories which were considered correct only a few years ago are now discarded,

and new ideas accepted in their stead. It is only in this way that the world

progresses.

The intelligent farmer will want to know something of the history of

the two steers which have dethroned Corn and set up Oats and Barley in

his place. The first of these was Glencarnock Victor, born and raised

at Brandon, Manitoba. Here is what Mr. James D. McGregor, the

Canadian farmer who owned him, said about this prize-winning steer.

"Glencarnock Victor was calved April 20th, 1910, sired by a

pure-bred Aberdeen-Angus bull, out of a high-grade Angus cow.

As a calf he ran with his dam the first summer on pasture, and

was fed some whole oats at night until October, when he was

taken up and fed crushed oats and barley during the first

winter, still sucking his dam, and was shown as a calf in March,
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191 I , at Brandon Winter Fair. He ran on grass at night during the summer of 1911, being fed crushed oats morning and night, and

during the winter was fitted for the Brandon Winter Fair, held in March, where he was made Grand Champion. It was then decided

to fit him for the 'International,' and he ran on native pasture during the last summer at night, and was fed oats and barley, being

put in the stable during the day until September, when he was stabled for the last three months, his feed being oats, barley, oil

cake or ground linseed and swede turnips, with native hay and oat sheaves for roughage. He made splendid

gains all through his feeding period, and was just right when he showed at Chicago, weighing 1,630 pounds.

He was a remarkably good feeder, and I don't think ever missed a meal in his life. I think we have amply

demonstrated that it is possible to breed, feed and develop cattle in Western Canada that will compare

favorably with the best the Corn States can produce, and at less cost."

Glencarnock Victor sold at fifty cents a pound live weight, and dressed 70.7 per cent., the highest of any

grand champion ever shown at Chicago.

A year later, Glencarnock Victor II., a brother of Glencarnock Victor, was pronounced grand champion

of the Live Stock Show. He had been bred and raised under conditions practically the same as his

older brother, and this double victory surely establishes the fact that Canadian grains and

grasses are more valuable for beef production than is corn.

It must not be supposed, however, that these were the only victories won by Canadian

grain-fed animals at the International Live Stock Show at Chicago in 1913. The limited

space in this booklet does not enable us to discuss in detail each exhibit, but it may be

mentioned that in addition to the Grand Championship won by Glencarnock Victor II.,

Mr. McGregor was awarded the Championship over all breeds for a graded herd consisting
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of a two-year old, a yearling and a calf, and championship for three steers the get of one sire. The photographs of these

two groups of prize-winning animals appear in this booklet.

How is it Possible to Get Such Results From Oats and Barley ?

The farmer whose experience with oats and barley has been gained entirely in the United States may be

pardoned for feeling that, notwithstanding all the evidence produced, such records are hardly possible. The

difficulty such a farmer experiences is due to the fact that he is thinking of such oats and barley as grow in

the United States and is not familiar with the quality of these grains for which the Western Canadian

provinces are famous. Indeed, it is to the superior quality of Canadian grains that such victories as

those achieved by the Glencarnock steers are largely attributed by experts. John Cudahy, the Chicago

packer, whose opinion on matters pertaining to beef must carry considerable weight, was reported in

the Chicago Examiner of December 3rd, 1913, as expressing the following opinion concerning the

fact that Glencarnock Victor II. was fed on Canadian oats and barley instead of corn.

"It is a fact that up in Canada, where the nights are long and the dews copious, they are

raising mighty fine grain of every description and that may easily make considerable difference."

Mr. Cudahy's remark that the nights in Canada are long is probably a missprint, as,

owing to the latitude, the summer nights are short and cool, but the point is that this

experienced packer and business man recognizes the superior quality of Canadian grains.
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Ample Evidence of the Superiority of Canadian Grains

But there is as much evidence of the superiority of Canadian grains as of Canadian beef, even if such testimony as has just

been quoted were lacking. Ever since the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, over twenty years ago, the superiority of

the wheat grown in Western Canada

has been recognized. The

wheat which won first

place at that exposi-

tion was grown in

the Peace River

Valley, in North-

ern Alberta, hun-

dreds of miles north

of the International HARVESTING THE GRAIN IN WESTERN CANADA
Boundary. From

that day to this there has been a succession of victories for Canadian wheat, notable among

which was the sweep at the Land Show at New York in November, 1911, when first, second

and third prizes were captured by the Canadian provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta and

Manitoba respectively. In the production of meat animals we are more concerned,

however, with oats and barley. Out of a long list of triumphs only two will be mentioned.

The Colorado trophy is a silver cup, valued at $1,500.00, awarded at the International Corn
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Exposition for the best oats grown anywhere in the world. It has been won three times in succession by a farmer living at Lloyd-

minster, Saskatchewan, and consequently becomes his property. He first won it at Columbus, Ohio; then at Columbia, South

Carolina, and finally at Dallas, Texas. It will be observed that the points at which expositions were held are distributed pretty

well throughout the United States, insuring that the competition to be faced would be thoroughly representative of the best the

Republic could produce. The oats which carried this trophy to Canada weighed fifty pounds to the measured

bushel, a weight which seems almost unbelievable to farmers accustomed to the lighter oats grown in more

southern latitudes.

Is it remarkable that oats which weigh fifty pounds to the bushel produce better beef than is

possible from oats weighing thirty-two pounds to the bushel, the legal weight in the United States?

It is not to be inferred that all oats grown in Western Canada weigh fifty pounds to the bushel, but it

is a fact that Canadian oats are wonderfully heavy and plump. The legal bushel in Canada is thirty-

four pounds, showing that the law recognizes that Canadian oats are heavier than those grown in the

United States, and even this weight is based on the oats of Eastern Canada, rather than the West.

In the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba oats weighing forty pounds and over

to the measured bushel are quite common, and it is a fact that although the exhibit from

Lloydminster carried off the Colorado trophy from the United States, at least two other

Canadian farmers made better showings in their own local exhibition in Saskatchewan.

Granted that Canadian Oats are Better, How Much can they

Grow to the Acre?

The farmer who thinks of growing oats in Canada for the purpose of feeding meat

animals will be interested, not only in the quality of the oats, but also in the quantity that
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can be produced to the acre. In this respect nothing can carry conviction like a visit to Canada during the growing or harvest

season, and no farmer who really wishes to inform himself on this subject should fail to make a visit to that country just for his

own satisfaction. Yields of a hundred bushels per acre are not considered remarkable, and even greater yields have been obtained

by farmers without any special cultivation or care. For purposes of comparison, the average oat crops of Alberta, Saskatchewan

and Manitoba are shown herein, along with the average in a number of the best agricultural states. These

figures are compiled from Government reports, and cover a period in each case of ten years. Owing to local

conditions, the average for any one year might be misleading, but the average for ten years affords a fair comparison.

TIMOTHY AND RYE GRASS GIVE LARGE YIELDS IN WESTERN CANADA
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Average Oat Crop per Acre for the Last Ten Years

Alberta 37.04 bushels South Dakota 29.50 bushels
Saskatchewan 38 . 30 bushels Kansas 24 . 00 bushels
Manitoba 39 . 80 bushels Nebraska 25 . 40 bushels
Minnesota 3 1 . 40 bushels Wisconsin 32 . 90 bushels
Iowa 30 . 80 bushels Illinois 3 I . 80 bushels

North Dakota 28 . 80 bushels

The above comparison is rendered more striking still when it is remembered that the yields quoted for the

Canadian provinces are in bushels of thirty-four pounds each, while the yields of the States are quoted in

bushels of thirty-two pounds.

Canadian Barley is Also a Winner
At the International Dry Farming Congress in 1912 the prize for the best bushel of barley grown

anywhere in the world was awarded to a farmer living at Claresholm, Alberta. In that year all prizes

for barley except two were won by Western Canada. And the following year the same farmer

from Claresholm again won highest honors for his barley at the International Dry Farming

Congress at Tulsa, Oklahoma, and still again in 1914, at Wichita, Kansas. So while a

Western Canada stock raiser was winning the highest award for beef cattle two years in

succession, a Western Canada farmer won the highest award for barley three times in

succession, and another Western Canada farmer won the highest award for oats three

times in succession. Thoughtful people will conclude that there is some connection between

the magnificent oats and barley grown in that country and its sweepstake beef steers.
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Cost of Production

The farmer accustomed to conditions in the United States, where land values are high and taxation heavy, may grant the

superiority of Canadian oats and barley for meat-producing purposes, but may still be under the impression that the cost of pro-

duction of these grains is too great to make it profitable to use them for feeding animals. Such a farmer should remember that

the Canadian lands on which these crops are

produced can be bought at prices rang-

ing from $1 1.00 to $30.00 an

acre; if under irrigation,

$35.00 to $75.00 an acre,

and the taxation will

not exceed $20.00 a

quarter section, and

will probably be less.

In Western Canada

the farmer is taxed only on

the valuation of his land,

without regard to im-

provements; his personal property, including his buildings, improvements, horses, cattle,

machinery, etc., are all exempt from taxation. Farmers who have had experience with

the high taxation which is one of the drawbacks of many agricultural sections in the United
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States, will appreciate the advantage, from the farmer's point of view, of the Canadian system. With low land values, low

taxation and high average yields, the Canadian farmer who devotes himself to stock raising has a very great advantage over his

competitors less favorably situated.

The Verdict of the Experimental Farms

The practical evidence which has already been furnished in these pages is not the only proof of the value

of oats and barley as meat-producing foods. The matter is one which has engaged the attention of Govern-

ment Experimental Stations both in the United States and Canada, and tests which have been made show

that corn and barley are of approximately equal value in hog feeding. Four and one-half pounds of

either grain will produce one pound of pork. At the Ontario Agricultural College it was found that

432 pounds of corn or 430 pounds of barley would make 100 pounds of pork. The South Dakota

station found that it required 453 pounds of corn and 457 pounds of barley respectively to make

1 00 pounds of gain on hogs. Slightly better results from corn than from barley were obtained

at the Wisconsin station, while in some tests made at the Colorado station the results

were in favor of barley.

For reasons of economy, it is rarely good business to feed wheat to either hogs or cattle.

The grain, it is true, gives less fat and more bright-colored lean meat than does corn, and

because of its larger content of phosphorus and potash is superior to the latter for building

bone and muscle in young growing animals, but its market value, as a rule, makes it too

high-priced a grain to use for meat-production purposes. Low-grade wheat has been found
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in feeding trials with both hogs and cattle to be equal in value to marketable grain, and in ordinary farm practice is about the

only portion of the wheat crop that goes for stock-feeding. Oats are particularly valuable to use at certain stages in the growth

of either cattle or hogs. Mixed with shorts, ground oats

make an excellent ration for developing bone and muscle in

young pigs and are the standard grain for

starting calves. Having a high proteid

content, good bulk and fair digestibility,

they make a first-class grain ration for

dairy cows, especially when fed in con-

junction with bran and linseed-cake.

For hogs, it is well not to expect too

much from oats fed for

fattening purposes, the

general practice be-

ing to use oats and
i i i THREE STEERS THE GET OF ONE SIRE. CHAMPIONS AT INTERNATIONAL
snorts until tne

L[VE STOCK SHOW. CHICAGO. 1913 RAISED IN WESTERN CANADA
pigs are about

four months of age, at which time barley supplants the oats and gradually becomes the

mainstay of the feed in the finishing period.

In Canada considerable attention has been given to the use of oats and barley

in feeding beef cattle. The fact that for two years in succession the Grand Championship
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honors at the International Exposition have gone to steers fed no other grain but these two, is not the only evidence of the value of

these cereals in the production of the highest quality of beef that can be made on this continent. From a business standpoint,

the results of five years' feeding trials with steers at the Dominion Experimental

Farm at Brandon, Manitoba, offer even more satisfactory evidence of what

these grains are worth in the practical, everyday

business of turning grain into beef.

Farmers Can Get Double the

Market Value of Oats and Barley by
Feeding to Cattle and Hogs

At Brandon, averaging

results of both indoor and

outside feeding, with
twenty steers in each

feed-lot, for five suc-

cessive years, oats

were found to return

an average price of

63| cents per bushel, and barley an average price of 89§ cents a bushel, when fed as a

mixture in conjunction with such roughage as corn fodder, silage, roots, hay, straw,

and some alfalfa.
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These prices for oats and barley, when fed to stock, approximate the experience of individual feeders generally. Barley

these last few years has had a value of better than 75 cents a bushel when fed to hogs or cattle, and oats have made better than

60 cents a bushel when fed to stock as mentioned.

Based on market price of barley in Western Canada, and on the fact that four and one-half pounds of the grain will make a

pound of pork, the cost of the pork is found to be $2.89 per hundred pounds. Assuming that grinding is worth

eight cents per hundred pounds, the total cost of making pork from barley comes to $3.25 per hundred. At

the time of writing, at Calgary, Alberta, hogs are worth $8.10; leaving a difference between the cost of pro-

duction and the value of the finished product of $4.85 per hundred pounds, and making barley worth 83

cents per bushel. (Hogs have been selling within a dollar a hundred of this price for several months).

In making this estimate, the initial cost or value of the hogs and the cost of the labor involved in

feeding and looking after them, have been disregarded, it being well

recognized by all men who have fed hogs that the cost under those

heads is approximately the same, whether the scene of the

feeding operations be laid in the valley of the

Missouri or the Saskatchewan. ^^
It should be remembered, how-

ever, in figuring production costs,

that there is one item, namely,

the value of the land upon which

the hogs and their feed are grown,

that must be given consideration; DOUBLE MARKET VALUE OF OATS AND BARLEY
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the cost of producing pork on land costing from one hundred to two hundred dollars per acre being considerably greater than is the

cost of producing pork on land that costs from fifteen to fifty dollars per acre.

The highest quality bacon is made by connecting a bacon-type hog with barley meal. The Danes, who lead the world for

quality in bacon, use barley almost entirely as a grain ration. It is a grain that produces remarkably firm and evenly-distributed

flesh on hogs of the right type, making a bacon that is streaked with fat and lean and much more palatable

than the fat, oily meat that results from feeding an exclusive corn ration.

In Canada the usual system in feeding hogs is to start the young pigs, when weaned, on a ration of shorts

and skim-milk—if skim-milk is available— beginning with a little finely-ground oats by the time the pigs have

been weaned for two weeks. The percentage of oats is gradually increased and the amount of shorts

decreased until the pigs are about four months old, at which time they are put on a straight barley ration

and fed until ready for market. Oats are a splendid grain to put growth and bone on young pigs, but

are not considered an economical feed to use for finishing purposes. In this northern country, where

oats run over forty pounds per measured bushel, with the percentage of hull much less than in lighter

weight oats, oats make a first-class feed for starting young pigs and for feeding to sows in winter to

keep them in thrifty condition and fair flesh for spring farrowing, but are not generally used in

pushing feeding hogs in the finishing stage.

Sheep Contribute Handsomely to Canadian Farmer's Bank Accounts

A very profitable branch of agriculture in Western Canada is the raising of sheep.

Sheep thrive admirably on the native grasses, and the climate is very suitable to the industry.

The absence of winter rains is an important factor in assuring successful sheep raising.
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Those engaged in sheep raising are enjoying great prosperity, as both wool and mutton command very profitable prices.

The local demand for mutton exceeds the supply, with the result that large quantities are imported from foreign countries for

the Canadian market. Canadian wool enjoys a very enviable reputation among woolen manufacturers, both in Great Britain

and in the United States. During 1913 a ranching firm near Crowfoot, Alberta, made the experiment of shipping Alberta wool

direct to England. The result was entirely satisfactory, as the wool when placed on the market there met with

great favor from the English buyers. "Canadian wool, when put up and handled in the same thorough way as

this consignment, can be guaranteed a good market for every bale shipped," remarked the Wool Record, an

English trade journal devoted to the interest of the woolen industry.

ALFALFA HARVEST IN WESTERN CANADA
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The removal of the duty on wool imported into the United States from Canada has made available that important market to

the Canadian sheep raiser. Although the industry is in its infancy, more than 50,000 pounds of wool were shipped from Saskatche-

wan alone in 1914 to Boston wool dealers. The Provincial Department of Agriculture co-operates with the wool growers to secure

the most profitable price available, with the result that Saskatchewan sheep men received for their 1914 clip a price of I7f cents

per pound. Equally good prices were realized by the sheep growers of Southern Alberta, whose clip ran over

100,000 pounds, practically all of which was sold to Boston dealers.

With profitable prices for both wool and mutton, with cheap fodder and a climate peculiarly adapted to

sheep raising, the sheep industry in Western Canada is sure to attain very great proportions, and many wide-

awake farmers have already recognized the profits that are to be made by including sheep with the other

live stock on their diversified farms.

Irrigation as an Aid to Successful Stock Raising

The success which has been attained by the Canadian stock raisers, as already set out in this

booklet, is some intimation of the possibilities that will be achieved when irrigation farming is

more generally practised. Although as a rule the farming districts in Western Canada have

sufficient rainfall to insure good crops without irrigation, still there are certain large areas

where the rainfall is somewhat limited, and there is very little snow, and it is these

areas which have led to the establishing of large irrigation undertakings. There is in

Alberta the largest single irrigation project on the American continent, and both in Alberta

and Saskatchewan are numerous smaller irrigation enterprises. The success of the
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irrigation farmer has already been amply demonstrated by irrigators in the territory who are reaping large harvests practically

independent of weather conditions. Just what irrigation accomplishes in this respect is established by the following returns

obtained by the Dominion Government Experimental Farm at Lethbridge, Alberta. Comparing the results secured under

natural rainfall conditions with the results secured under irrigation, the following crops show, as the result of adopting the latter,

the percentage of increase set opposite each

:

Potatoes 260%
Turnips 200%
Sugar Beets 184%
Carrots 141%
Corn 128%

Mangolds 102%
Field Peas 73%
Barley (two-rowed) 69%
Barley (six-rowed) 45%
Spring Wheat 33%

The highest yielding wheat under irrigation, covering two years' results, went 43 § bushels per acre.

The same wheat, without irrigation, yielded 33 bushels per acre during the same period. In six-rowed

barley the figures were 61 £ and 48§ bushels respectively.

Two-rowed barley, under irrigation, yielded 65 and

without irrigation 49J bushels per acre. Potatoes

made a remarkable showing under irrigation.

The figures were 646J bushels per acre

as compared with I49j without irriga-

tion. Sugar beets yielded 24j tons

per acre under irrigation, and 6j without.

Mangolds, 25 tons per acre and 13§ with-

out. Turnips about the same. Carrots, HAYING TIME, WESTERN CANADA
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15 tons under water and 65 under dry land culture. Fodder corn yielded 1 5 1 tons under irrigation as compared with 6j tons

without.

The southern part of Alberta where the natural precipitation is somewhat limited, is fortunately favored by nature inasmuch

as abundant water supplies are available for irrigation. This, coupled with the fact that the country, lying in long plateaus

sloping away from the base of the Rocky Mountains, is, from an engineering point of view, peculiarly adapted

to irrigation, has led to great undertakings along that line in recent years. In the district between Calgary and

Medicine Hat, and about Lethbridge, are large areas now under irrigation, where irrigable lands can be bought

at prices ranging from $35.00 to $75.00 per acre.

To the farmer who means to raise live stock for market, the advantages of irrigation are at once

apparent. The very fact of having abundant supplies of fresh, pure water flowing through his lands will

CATTLE IN ALFALFA
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be reflected in the quality of his stock. With water available the farmer is enabled to raise large crops of alfalfa, which does

only indifferently without irrigation, and he can also greatly increase his production of timothy and other tame and wild grasses,

roots, crops, and grains. Any farmer who may be interested in the possibilities of stock raising on an irrigated farm should write

to the Department of Natural Resources, Calgary, Canada, for latest literature on irrigation farming in Alberta, which will be sent

without charge upon application.

The Greatness of the Opportunity

Every well informed person knows that one of the world problems, closely associated with the high cost of

living, is the scarcity of beef animals. The breaking up of the large ranching areas in the United States,

and the great congestion of population in the cities have been responsible for beef soaring to prices at one

time considered impossible. Notwithstanding increasing prices, there is no indication of an increase in

supply proportionate with the increase of population. In the United States, in the six years from

1907 to 1913, the total number of cattle of all kinds decreased from 72,534,000 to 56,527,000,

although the population of the country was steadily increasing during the same period. The

scarcity of beef, of course, reflects itself in the price of pork and mutton, which are to some

extent substitute foods, and as long as beef remains high, pork and mutton may be expected

to command good prices in sympathy.

The best authorities agree that there is no prospect, at least for many years to come, of

the supply of beef animals overtaking the steady increase in population. This fact was

recognized by the Government of the United States when it removed the tariff
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on cattle and hogs in an attempt to reduce the high prices of beef and pork prevailing in the United States. In two months

following the removal of the tariff 17,421,200 pounds of meat products were imported into the United States, which was three

times as much as had been imported in a whole year previously. Nearly half of all this meat came from Canada.

There is only one conclusion to be arrived at. With Western Canada

capable of producing better meat, from grains which

yield more to the acre, grown on lands that cost

less to purchase, Western Canada is

surely the logical place to produce

the meat to feed the steadily

increasing population of the

United States. Why should

any farmer employ ex-

pensive land, costing

$100.00 to $200.00

per acre, to

raise stock

when he can

buy land

better ad-

apted to the

purpose a t
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prices ranging from $11.00 to $30.00 an acre, or irrigated lands at from $35.00 to $75.00 per acre? The great opportunity

before the farmer today is to locate on the comparatively cheap lands of Western Canada and devote himself to the production of

stock and dairy products with which to feed the ever swelling millions of the North American continent.

I
Will You Seize the Opportunity ?

Proof of the opportunity which awaits you in Western Canada, which has been briefly outlined in the

foregoing pages, may be very interesting and very conclusive, but it is of absolutely no value to you

unless you are prepared to take advantage of it. This does not mean that you should immediately

sacrifice your present interests and rush to Western Canada.

It does not even mean that you should make up your mind

to move to Canada at a later date. But it does mean

that, in justice to yourself and in justice to any who

may be dependent upon you, you should at once

begin to gather information on the subject. In this

little booklet it has been possible to touch, very

briefly, on one phase of agriculture in Western

Canada. Other publications are to be had, free for

the asking, which deal more fully and in greater
A CQUNTRV DR ,VE ,N QN£ QF

detail with many points in which the prospective WESTERN CANADA'S OLDER

settler will be interested.
DISTRICTS
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Owing to its large land interests in Western Canada, its responsible position in the business world, and its close

relationship with Canadian progress, the Canadian Pacific Railway, through its Department of Natural Resources, is in

an exceptional position to advise and assist the intending settler. The Company maintains a number of District Represen-

tatives, in convenient centres throughout the United States. Write to your nearest District Representative for further

literature and full information concerning the opportunity that Western Canada holds for YOU.

WESTERN CANADA IS FAMOUS FOR ITS VEGETABLES
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District Representatives of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company

Department of Natural Resources.

M. E. THORNTON, General Colonization Agent, Room 1012, 1 12 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

J. F. COGGSWELL, District Representative, 294 Washington Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

J. E. MacDOUGALL, District Representative, Broadway and 30th Street, New York, N.Y.

D. G. CAHOON, District Representative, 813 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Missouri.

C. W. DROEGEMEYER, District Representative, Room 205, Woodmen of the World Building,

14th and Farnum Streets, Omaha, Nebraska.

H. H. PIEL, District Representative, 176 East Third Street, St. Paul, Minnesota.

W. A. SMITH, District Representative, 934 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

R. C. BOSWORTH, District Representative, 705 Sprague Avenue, Spokane, Washington.

L. P. THORNTON, District Representative, Multnomah Hotel Building, 271 Pine

Street, Portland, Oregon.
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LIVE STOCK LOAN TO SETTLERS
Under certain conditions the company will advance to practical farmers settling on its lands in the Irrigation Bloclc a loan

of live stock to the value of $1,000. This advance is made on the settler's lien note with interest at eight per cent.

NON-IRRIGATED LANDS $11.00 TO $30.00 PER ACRE

The company has large areas of non-irrigated lands located in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, which

are sold at prices ranging from $1 1 to $30 per acre. Terms, one-twentieth cash, the balance in nineteen equal

annual instalments with interest at six per cent, per annum.

If you are hampered by lack of capital—if you are wasting your energies on worn-out lands—if you desire

to share in the prosperity of the Canadian West—write for free illustrated literature and full information.

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

J. S. DENNIS, Assistant to the President




